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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose an Energy-Balancing and Spectrum-
Aware Clustering (EBSAC) algorithm for Cognitive Radio
Sensor Network (CRSN). EBSAC does not require global
Common Control Channel (CCC), and uses uneven clusters
to achieve the energy balance of the network. Cluster radius-
es are decided by the energy consumption of nodes. Cluster
Heads (CHs) are selected according to the residual energy,
channel condition including available channels and common
channels with their upstream CHs, and the distance to sink
and their upstream CHs. When choosing cluster channels, we
consider both the number of cluster members and the num-
ber of Relay Nodes (RNs) to increase connectivity between
clusters. In addition, a routing algorithm without global CC-
C is designed for the CRSN. Performance evaluation reveals
that the proposed algorithms are effective in term of balanc-
ing energy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cognitive Radio (CR) is an intelligent wireless communi-
cation system, which enable the unlicensed Secondary Users
(SUs) to sense for and operate in the underutilized spectrum

owned by licensed or Primary Users (PUs) without caus-
ing unacceptable interference to the PUs activities. Network
performance can be improved through effective utilization
of spectrum resources. Wireless sensor nodes equipped with
CRs have revealed a new network paradigm, which is called
Cognitive Radio Sensor Network (CRSN) [1]. In a CRSN,
sensor nodes can detect available channels by spectrum sens-
ing and select communication channels by spectrum decision.
When the primary users appear on their communication
channels, they will detect the PUs immediately and switch
to another available channel if necessary.

Since CRSN is the combination of WSN and CR, we need
not only consider the energy constraint and hardware limita-
tion inherited from the traditional WSN, but also overcome
the spectrum sensing and spectrum management problem.
As one of solutions to the above both considerations, clus-
tering can balance the energy consumption in WSNs, and
support cooperative of the CR operations, such as channel
sensing and channel access. Clustering is a structured way
to manage topology effectively and to increase the system
capacity, network performance and stability effectively [2].

Recently, there are some works on the clustering algorith-
m in CRSNs [3–9]. In these works, the authors considered
both energy and spectrum for the selecting of Cluster Heads
(CHs) and Cluster Channels (CCs), and the processing of
clustering, with attention to prolong the lifetime of the net-
work. However, in the existing works, at least one global
Common Control Channel (CCC) was required to exchange
the clustering messages and transmit data among CHs. It is
difficult to meet this requirement in practice, especially in
large scale CRSNs.

In this paper, we focus on clustering algorithm and rout-
ing protocol in CRSNs with considerations of both energy
balancing and spectrum allocation, and propose an Energy-
Balancing and Spectrum-Aware Clustering (EBSAC) proto-
col, which does not require any global CCC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the network model and assumptions. The design of
the proposed algorithm EBSAC and routing algorithm are
discussed in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. Section5
focuses on the performance evaluation of the proposed al-
gorithm. Finally, a summary of our proposed methods and
future works are discussed in Section 6.
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2 RELATED WORK

Recently, CRSN has attracted much research attentions in
the world, and some literatures including clustering algo-
rithms have been studied [3–9].

Shah et al. [3] proposed a spectrum-aware cluster-based
routing (SCR) protocol for CRSN, which overcome the for-
midable limitations for both energy and spectrum. It was the
first routing protocol for CRSN that addressed the issues of
both energy and spectrum constraints. The selection of clus-
ter head depended on the energy and available channel. SCR
assumed there was at least one global CCC in the network to
exchange clustering messages and transmit data among CHs.
Based on SCR, Shah et al. [4] proposed a spectrum-aware
cluster-based energy efficient multimedia (SCEEM) routing
protocol for CRSNs. In SCEEM, the number of clusters was
optimally determined to minimize the distortion in multime-
dia quality that occurred due to packet losses and latency.

Eletreby et al. [5] introduced Cognitive LEACH (CogLEACH)
protocol, which was a spectrum-aware extension of the Low
Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol.
CogLEACH used the number of vacant channels as the weight
for the probability of each node becoming a cluster head. It
improved the throughput and lifetime of the network com-
pared to the regular LEACH protocol. However, it did not
consider energy balancing and required global CCC.

A distributed spectrum aware clustering (DSAC) algorith-
m was proposed in the literature as well [6]. DSAC derived
the optimal number of clusters and minimized the commu-
nication energy. In DSAC, the clusters were organized such
that the total communication power was minimized, and it
considered the energy saving issue in intra-cluster data ag-
gregation and inter-cluster relaying. However, in order to
balance the energy consumption with a cluster, nodes in the
cluster had the equal probability to become CH.

Ozger et al. [7] proposed an Event-driven Spectrum-Aware
Clustering algorithm named ESAC. ESAC formed temporal
cluster for each event, and clusters were only formed between
event and sink. During the process of clustering, ESAC con-
sidered both the number of available channels and the mem-
ber nodes within two hops to achieve the best network con-
nectivity. However, in ESAC, communication among nodes
and CH was single-hop communication and ESAC confined
to event-driven CRSN so that it could not efficiently operate
in time-triggered CRSN scenario and other scenarios.

In literature [8], the authors proposed a low energy adap-
tive uneven clustering hierarchy for CRSN named LEAUCH.
It not only considered the advantage of the channel resource
in reducing the energy consumption but also applied un-
even clustering method for balancing the energy consump-
tion among the cluster heads in multiple hop communica-
tion. LEAUCH assumed that the entire network had a network-
wide CCC and radiuses of clusters only depend on the dis-
tance between CH and sink.

An Energy-Efficient and Compact Clustering Scheme with
Temporary Support Nodes for CRSN named CENTER was

proposed in [9]. It introduced the concept of temporary sup-
port nodes to improve the cluster formation. Sensor nodes in
CENTER can find a cluster head efficiently. However, tem-
porary support nodes consumed much energy to help other
nodes to find the corresponding cluster.

Although compared with most of the existing clustering
algorithms, the above clustering algorithms can operate in
CRSN more efficiently. However, the network-wide CCC is
difficult to achieve in practice, and in order to prolong the
lifetime of CRSN, we should balance the energy consumption
throughout the network.

Based on the above discussion, we study the energy-balancing
and spectrum-aware clustering algorithm in CRSNs. We pro-
pose EBSAC protocol, which does not need global CCC and
considers both energy and spectrum when clustering. At last,
theoretical analysis and simulation results show the effective-
ness and superiority of the proposed algorithms.

3 NETWORK MODEL AND
ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, we describe the network model and energy
consumption model along with some assumptions.

3.1 Network Model

In this paper, we consider the network which is composed
of M Primary Users (PUs), N Secondary Users (SUs) and
a Sink Node (SN). The set of PUs and SUs are defined
as P = {p1, p2, · · · , pM} and S = {s1, s2, · · · , sN}, respec-
tively. There are Q non-overlapping orthogonal channels in
the network. The set of channels is represented as C =
{c1, c2, · · · , cQ}, in which ci represents the i-th channel. The
PUs can utilize their licensed bands directly, and the SUs
can detect the vacant channels by spectrum sensing and only
use the channel that is not used by PUs in an opportunistic
manner. Every node has its available channel set which is
represented as Ci.

In this paper, we assume the process of channel sensing
mechanism has finished and vacant spectrum bands do not
change during clustering. Thus, the process of channel sens-
ing is ignored in this paper. The SUs are stationary after the
deployment is completed. Hence, neighbors do not change
unless they are dead when their energy is exhausted. Each
SU periodically senses the environment and generates data,
all SUs in the network have the same data generation rate
ϕ. Two SUs (si and sj) can communicate with each other if
they satisfy the following two constraints:

(1) They have the same available channels. That is Ci

⋂
Cj �=

Ø.
(2) They meet the communication distance constraint.

That is dij ≤ Rt, dij is the distance between si and sj ,
and Rt is the maximum communication distance.

3.2 Energy Consumption Model

In this paper, we assume that the initial energy of each node
is Eini, and we use the energy consumption model described
in Ref. [10]. Both the free space (d2 power loss) and the
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multi-path fading (d4 power loss) channel models are used
in the energy consumption model, depending on the distance
between the transmitter and receiver. The energy spent for
transmission of a packet with l bits size over distance d is
Equation 1.

Emember =

{
lEelec + lεfsd

2, if d < d0
lEelec + lεampd

4, if d ≥ d0
(1)

In Equation 1, Eelec is the electronics energy, εfs and εamp

are the energy required by power amplification. The energy
used to receive this message is ER(l) shown in Equation 2.

ER(l) = lEelec (2)

It is assumed that the sensed information is highly corre-
lated. Thus, the CHs can always aggregate the data gathered
from their members into a single length-fixed packet. The
rate of data aggregation is φ, and we assume that a CH con-
sumes Edf amounts of energy for data aggregation. In this
paper, the above parameters are the same as the parameters
used in Ref. [10].

4 ENERGY-BALANCING AND
SPECTRUM-AWARE CLUSTERING

The main goal of our proposed Energy-Balancing and Spectrum-
Aware Clustering(EBSAC) algorithm is to divide the CRSN
into clusters, meanwhile ensuring the energy balancing and
connectivity of CRSN in the case of no global CCC in the
network. The intra-cluster and inter-cluster connectivity is
a challenge as there is no global CCC. There are four types
of role in the clustering infrastructure creation, described as
follows.

(1) SN, a node receiving data from the CHs.
(2) Cluster Header (CH), a node that is responsible for

gathering all data sent by its CMs, aggregating them and
sending the result toward the sink node.

(3) Cluster Member (CM), a node that reports the gath-
ered data to its Cluster Header.

(4) Relay Node (RN), a node that is a Cluster Member
and assists Cluster Header to transmit data to sink.

The EBSAC algorithm has two key functions. The one
is calculation of cluster radiuses of each node. In multi-hop
network, the node near sink consumes more energy than the
node far away from the sink. So in EBSAC, the uneven clus-
ter is adopted to balance the energy consumption of the
network.

The other key function is cluster construction. The clus-
ter is constructed in three phases. (1) The first phase is the
selection of CHs. As CHs has more energy consumption than
other nodes and need to communicate with CMs and other
CHs, we select the CHs from all nodes of the network accord-
ing to their residual energy, the number of available channels
and the distance to sink or their upstream CHs. (2) The sec-
ond phase is the determination of Cluster Channel (CC). As
there is no global CCC in the network, we should ensure the
connectivity of the network, including the intra-cluster and

inter-cluster connectivity. In EBSAC, CC is determined de-
pend on the number of CMs and RNs of the cluster. (3) The
last phase is the establishment of the cluster. Every node
belongs to only one cluster.

4.1 Calculation of Cluster Radius

In multi-hop network, nodes near the SN consume more en-
ergy than the nodes far away from the SN. Thus, nodes near
the SN will die fast as soon as they exhaust their energy. In
this paper, the lifetime of the network is defined as the time
of death of the first node. In order to prolong the lifetime of
CRSN, in EBSAC, uneven cluster is adopted to achieve the
energy balancing throughout the network. In a cluster, there
are some CMs and a CH. CMs send their data to the CH.
CHs gather all data sent by their CMs, aggregate them and
send the result toward their next hop to SN. The next hop
of CH can be sink, another CH (its upstream CH) and RN,
if the CH has CCC with its upstream CH, its next hop is
the upstream CH, else if the distance between CH and sink
larger than Rt, its next hop is one of RNs, otherwise, its next
hop is the sink node. However, the nodes will send their data
to sink directly if the distance between the node and sink is
less than r0, and its maximum energy consumption is E0 in
Equation 3.

E0 = Eelec+ α(r0)
β . (3)

In Equation 3, α and β depend on r0 according Equation
1.

It is assumed that the set of CHs without upstream CH
is Ch1, all nodes in Ch1 will send their data to the sink
directly. Let si ∈ Ch1, the energy consumption of si is Ei in
Equation 4.

Ei = Ein
i + Eout

i (4)

In Equation 4, Ein
i and Eout

i are the energy consumption
used for intra-cluster and inter-cluster transmission respec-
tively, and satisfy the Equations 5 and 6, where di,sink is the
distance between si and sink, ri is the cluster radius of si.

Ein
i = ρπr2i [(1 + φ)Eelec + Edf + φαdβi,sink] (5)

Eout
i =

φρπri[R
2 − (r0 + 2ri)

2](2Eelec + αdβi,sink)

4(r0 + ri)
(6)

It is assumed that Chx is the set of CHs having upstream
CH. Then, all nodes in Chx will send their data to their
upstream CHs. Let sj ∈ Chx, its energy consumption is
Ej = Ein

j +Eout
j , and Ein

j and Eout
j are shown in Equations

7 and 8 respectively. In the two equations, dcj is the distance
between sj and its upstream CH (or RN), and rj is the
cluster radius of sj .

Ein
j = ρπr2j [(1 + φ)Eelec + Edf + φα(dcj)

β ] (7)

Eout
j =

φρπrj [R
2 − (dj,sink + rj)

2](2Eelec + α(dcj)
β)

4dj,sink
(8)
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In order to balance the energy consumption of the net-
work, we should have E0 = Ei and E0 = Ej . We can get
dj,sink and dcj through GPS or other technology. For a given
r0, we can get the corresponding ri and rj satisfying E0 = Ei

and E0 = Ej respectively.

4.2 Cluster Construction

The main goal of the cluster construction is to divide to
network into several clusters. So first we need to select some
nodes as CHs, then assign the clusters with proper channels,
and finish the clusters construction finally.

4.2.1 Selection of CHs
. In clustering-based CRSN, we need to consider the energy
problem inherited from the traditional WSN, and address
the channel problem inherited from CRN. As there is no
global CCC in the network, we should ensure the connectiv-
ity of the network during the process of clustering.

In EBSAC, we choose the CHs based on the following
three aspects: residual energy, the number of available chan-
nels and the distance to sink and upstream CH. The best
option should have:

(1) More residual energy. As CH consumes more energy
than other nodes, in order to balance the energy consump-
tion throughout the network, the CH should have more resid-
ual energy.

(2) More available channels. As there is no global CCC,
in order to ensure the connectivity of intra-cluster and inter-
cluster, CH should have more available channels so that it
can communicate with its CMs, other CHs and RNs. The
more available channels of CHs, the more successful the clus-
tering process.

(3) Near the sink. The CHs need to transmit the data
toward the SN. Reducing the distance between CH and sink
can reduce the energy consumption of CH.

Based on the above discussion, we define Node Value as
the metric to choose the CHs.

Define 1 (Node Value, NV): NV represents the degree
of the node for data communication. It reflects the energy,
available channels and distance situation of the node and
is the most important metric to determine CHs. It can be
defined as Equations 9, 10, 11 and 12.

NV (i) = αf(E) + βg(C) + γh(D) (9)

f(E) =
Eres

i

Eini
(10)

g(C) =
| Ci | + | CC |

| C | (11)

h(D) = (1− di,sink

R
)(1− dci

R
) (12)

In the above Equations 9, 10, 11 and 12, NV (i) is the node
value of node si, f(E), g(C) and h(D) are the functions of
energy, channel and distance respectively. The parameters
α, β and γ are the coefficient factor of f(E), g(C) and h(D)
respectively, while satisfying α + β + γ = 1. | Cc | is the

number of common channels of node si with its upstream
CH.

We can know from the definition of NV, during the s-
election of CHs, we consider three aspects simultaneously:
the residual energy of the node, channel condition (both the
available channel of the node and the common channel with
its upstream CH) and the distance to the sink and its up-
stream CH.

Every node needs to send its information to sink, and the
information includes: residual energy, available channel and
position. The process of selection of the CHs is completed
by SN, thus the energy consumption of the node is reduced.
SN determines CHs from the inside out: each time selects
the node which has the greatest NV as CH.

4.2.2 Determination of Cluster Channel
. Once a SU is selected as CH, it wants to select the cluster
channel and then form the cluster, and so on. In EBSAC, as
there is no global CCC, cluster channel has an important im-
pact on the inter-cluster and inter-cluster connectivity, and
the efficiency of clustering. Cluster channel decides the CMs
of cluster. In order to make sure the connectivity of the net-
work (both intra-cluster and inter-cluster), and improve the
efficiency of clustering, we choose the cluster channel based
on the number of CMs and RNs. A good cluster channel
should satisfy:

(1) Making the cluster has more CMs.
(2) Making the cluster can communicate with its upstream

cluster.
Based on the above discussion, in this paper, Channel

Value is defined, and used to choose the cluster channel.
Define 2(Channel Value, CV): CV represents the worth

of the channel, and is the main metric to choose the cluster
channel. It can be defined as Equation 13.

CVi =

{ | NMi |, if Ci is CC
| NMi | × | NNi |, otherwise

(13)

In Equation 13, | NMi | is the number of CMs when the
cluster channel is ci, and | NNi | is the number of RNs (the
nodes in the relay region as shown in Fig. 1) of cluster with
cluster channel ci.

In EBSAC, cluster channel is selected depending on the
value of CV. We select the channel with the maximum value
of CV as cluster channel.

4.2.3 Cluster Establishment
. Once the processes of selection of CH and determination
of cluster channel are finished, the cluster establishment will
begin. It is assumed sm is the CH of cluster H, and the
corresponding cluster channel and cluster radius are cn and
rm respectively. Node si (si ∈ S) is one of the CM of cluster
H should satisfy the following constraints:

(1) It does not belong to any other cluster. Every node of
the network can belong to only one cluster.

(2) Channel cn is one of available channel of si.
(3) The distance between sm and si is less than or equal

to the cluster radius rm, that is dsm,si ≤ rm.
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During the process of cluster establishment, the CH broad-
casts the Cluster Establishment Message (CEM), the CEM
includes the coordinate of the CH. The node which receives
CEM and satisfies the above constraints becomes the CM of
the cluster.

5 ROUTING

As there is no global CCC in the network, the existing rout-
ing algorithms cannot efficiently operate in the network. In
this paper, we design a routing algorithm can efficiently op-
erate in the network which has no global CCC. During the
routing, we consider not only the distance between trans-
mitter and receiver, but also the CCC of transmitter and
receiver.

The proposed algorithm considers the following four types
of role in the routing infrastructure creation: SN, CM, CH
and RN. The responsibility of each role has been discussed
in section 4. The main goal of routing is to find the next hop
of each node until the next hop is SN. Next we discuss the
next hop of each role in detailed.

(1) The next hop of the nodes having distance to sink is
less than r0.

In order to reduce the energy consumption of the network,
similar to the existing routing algorithms, if the distance
between the node and sink is less than r0, it sends its data
to SN directly.

(2) The next hop of CM.
Every CM belongs to only one cluster. The CMs need to

report the gathered data to its corresponding CH. For a CM,
if the distance between the CM and the CH is less than or
equal to the maximum transmission range Rt, it sends its
data to the CH directly. Otherwise it transmits its data to
the CH through the relay of RNs. As there is at least one
CCC in the cluster (i.e. cluster channel, we establish the
cluster according the cluster channel and cluster radius), so
we choose the RNs only depend on the residual energy and
the distance between CH and RNs [11].

(3) The next hop of CH.
In the paper, the most important part of routing is the

selection of the next hop of CH. The CH is responsible for
gathering all the gathered data sent by its CMs, aggregating
them and sending the result toward the sink node. As there
is no global CCC in the network, so the common channel of
inter-cluster has an important impact on routing. In EBSAC,
during the process of selection of CH, we take the available
channel of CH into consideration. During the determination
of cluster channel, we both consider the number of CMs and
RNs which have the available channel of cluster channel.

Thus, we choose the next hop of CH based on the following
rules: if the CH has the common channel with its upstream
CH, it transfers the data to its upstream CH directly, as
shown in Fig. 1 (Path1). Otherwise, they need the relay of
RN to transmit the data to its upstream CH, as shown in
Fig. 1 (Path2).

(4) The next hop of RN. As the RN is a subset of the CM,
so the next hop of RN is same to the CM.

Figure 1: Routing path.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed protocol is
evaluated via simulation experiments. The proposed algo-
rithm is simulated in OMNet++, and effectiveness and per-
formance of the algorithm are analyzed on the basis of the
simulation results. SN is located at the center of the network
(0,0), and there are 5 PUs and 500 SUs in the network. The
radius of the network is 200 meters. The number of chan-
nel in the network is 8. Each sensor periodically senses the
environment and generates data, the generation rate is 0.2.

6.1 Network Lifetime

As WSN is resource-constraint, nodes are dead when their
energy is exhausted. It is very important to prolong the life-
time of the network. With the increasing rounds of data
transmission, the number of living nodes of the network is
shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, we can clearly find that the
lifetime of CRSN achieved by EBSAC is similar to the life-
time of CRSN achieved by LEAUCH [8]. But, compared with
LEAUCH, EBSAC has no global CCC.

6.2 Energy Balance

Fig. 3 and 4 show the residual energy of nodes when the first
node dies in EBSAC and LEAUCH respectively. We can find
that EBSAC has the better energy balance compared with
LEAUCH. The CHs near the sink have higher energy con-
sumption than the CHs far away from the sink. In EBSAC,
the energy consumption of the CH is relatively balanced.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, an Energy-Balancing and Spectrum-Aware
Clustering (EBSAC) is proposed for CRSN with no glob-
al CCC. As there is no global CCC in the network, so the
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Figure 2: Network lifetime comparison.

Figure 3: Residual energy of nodes in EBSAC.

Figure 4: Residual energy of nodes in LEAUCH.

existing clustering and routing algorithms cant operate ef-
fectively. In EBSAC, we take both the energy balance and
spectrum allocation into consideration. In order to achieve
the energy balance of the network, the uneven-cluster is used

in this paper, and the cluster radius is determined depends
on the actual energy consumption. During the routing, the
selection of the next hop also considers the energy factor. In
order to ensure the inter-cluster and intra-cluster connectiv-
ity, during the process of cluster construction, we not only
consider the common channel between CMs and CH in the
cluster, but also take the common channel between CHs in-
to consideration. In addition, a routing algorithm based on
EBSAC is designed to overcome the constraints of having
no global CCC. Performance evaluation shows that the pro-
posed algorithms are energy-efficient even if there is no CCC
in the network.
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